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Abstract
One of the core problems in statistical models is the estimation of a posterior distribution.
For topic models, the problem of posterior inference for individual texts is particularly
important, especially when dealing with data streams, but is often intractable in the worst
case (Sontag and Roy, 2011). As a consequence, existing methods for posterior inference
are approximate and do not have any guarantee on neither quality nor convergence rate. In
this paper, we introduce a provably fast algorithm, namely Online Maximum a Posteriori
Estimation (OPE), for posterior inference in topic models. OPE has more attractive prop-
erties than existing inference approaches, including theoretical guarantees on quality and
fast rate of convergence to a local maximal/stationary point of the inference problem. The
discussions about OPE are very general and hence can be easily employed in a wide range
of contexts. Finally, we employ OPE to design three methods for learning Latent Dirichlet
Allocation from text streams or large corpora. Extensive experiments demonstrate some
superior behaviors of OPE and of our new learning methods.
Keywords: Topic models, posterior inference, online MAP estimation, theoretical guar-
antee, stochastic methods, non-convex optimization
1. Introduction
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) is the class of Bayesian networks that
has gained arguably significant interests. It has found successful applications in a wide
range of areas including text modeling (Blei, 2012), bioinformatics (Pritchard et al., 2000;
Liu et al., 2010), history (Mimno, 2012), politics (Grimmer, 2010; Gerrish and Blei, 2012),
psychology (Schwartz et al., 2013), to name a few.
One of the core issues in LDA is the estimation of posterior distributions for individual
documents. The research community has been studying many approaches for this estimation
problem, such as variational Bayes (VB) (Blei et al., 2003), collapsed variational Bayes
(CVB) (Teh et al., 2007), CVB0 (Asuncion et al., 2009), and collapsed Gibbs sampling
(CGS) (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004; Mimno et al., 2012). Those approaches enable us to
easily work with millions of texts (Mimno et al., 2012; Hoffman et al., 2013; Foulds et al.,
2013). The quality of LDA in practice is determined by the quality of the inference method
being employed. However, none of the mentioned methods has a theoretical guarantee on
quality or convergence rate. This is a major drawback of existing inference methods.
Our first contribution in this paper is the introduction of a provably efficient algorithm,
namely Online Maximum a Posteriori Estimation (OPE), for doing posterior inference
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of topic mixtures in LDA. This inference problem is in fact nonconvex and is NP-hard
(Sontag and Roy, 2011; Arora et al., 2016). Our new algorithm is stochastic in nature and
theoretically converges to a local maximal/stationary point of the inference problem. We
prove that OPE converges at a rate of O(1/T ), which surpasses the best rate of existing
stochastic algorithms for nonconvex problems (Mairal, 2013; Ghadimi and Lan, 2013), where
T is the number of iterations. Hence, OPE overcomes many drawbacks of VB, CVB, CVB0,
and CGS. Those properties help OPE to be preferable in many contexts, and to provide us
real benefits when using OPE in a wide class of probabilistic models.
The topic modeling literature has seen a fast growing interest in designing large-scale
learning algorithms (Mimno et al., 2012; Than and Ho, 2012; Broderick et al., 2013; Foulds
et al., 2013; Patterson and Teh, 2013; Hoffman et al., 2013; Than and Doan, 2014; Sato
and Nakagawa, 2015). Existing algorithms allow us to easily analyze millions of documents.
Those developments are of great significance, even though the posterior estimation is often
intractable. Note that the performance of a learning method heavily depends on its core
inference subroutine. Therefore, existing large-scale learning methods seem to likely remain
some of the drawbacks from VB, CVB, CVB0, and CGS.
Our second contribution in this paper is the introduction of 3 stochastic algorithms for
learning LDA at a large scale: Online-OPE which is online learning; Streaming-OPE which
is streaming learning; and ML-OPE which is regularized online learning.1 These algorithms
own the stochastic nature when learning global variables (topics), and employ OPE as the
core for inferring local variables for individual texts, which is also stochastic. They overcome
many drawbacks of existing large-scale learning methods owing to the preferable properties
of OPE. From extensive experiments we find that Online-OPE, Streaming-OPE, and ML-
OPE often reach very fast to a high predictiveness level, and are able to consistently increase
the predictiveness of the learned models as observing more data. In paricular, while Online-
OPE surpasses the state-of-the-art methods, ML-OPE often learns tens to thousand times
faster than existing methods to reach the same predictiveness level. Therefore, our new
methods are efficient tools for analyzing text streams or big collections.
Organization: in the next section we briefly discuss related work. In Section 3, we
present the OPE algorithm for doing posterior inference. We also analyze the convergence
property. We further compare OPE with existing inference methods, and discuss how to
employ it in other contexts. Section 4 presents three stochastic algorithms for learning
LDA from text streams or big text collections. Practical behaviors of large-scale learning
algorithms and OPE will be investigated in Section 5. The final section presents some
conclusions and discussions.
Notation: Throughout the paper, we use the following conventions and notations. Bold
faces denote vectors or matrices. xi denotes the i
th element of vector x, and Aij denotes
the element at row i and column j of matrix A. The unit simplex in the n-dimensional
Euclidean space is denoted as ∆n = {x ∈ Rn : x ≥ 0,
∑n
k=1 xk = 1}, and its interior is
denoted as ∆n. We will work with text collections with V dimensions (dictionary size).
Each document d will be represented as a frequency vector, d = (d1, ..., dV )
T where dj
represents the frequency of term j in d. Denote nd as the length of d, i.e., nd =
∑
j dj . The
inner product of vectors u and v is denoted as 〈u,v〉.
1. A slight variant of ML-OPE was shortly presented in (Than and Doan, 2014) under a different name of
DOLDA.
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2. Related work
Notable inference methods for probabilistic topic models include VB, CVB, CVB0, and
CGS. Except VB (Blei et al., 2003), most other methods originally have been developed
for learning topic models from data. Fortunately, one can adapt them to do posterior
inference for individual documents (Than and Ho, 2015). Other good candidates for doing
posterior inference include Concave-Convex procedure (CCCP) by Yuille and Rangarajan
(2003), Stochastic Majorization-Minimization (SMM) by Mairal (2013), Frank-Wolfe (FW)
(Clarkson, 2010), Online Frank-Wolfe (OFW) (Hazan and Kale, 2012), and Thresholded
Linear Inverse (TLI) which has been newly developed by Arora et al. (2016).
Few methods have an explicit theoretical guarantee on inference quality and convergence
rate. In spite of being popularly used in topic modeling, we have not seen any theoretical
analysis about how fast VB, CVB, CVB0, and CGS do inference for individual documents.
One might employ CCCP (Yuille and Rangarajan, 2003) and SMM (Mairal, 2013) to do
inference in topic models. Those two algorithms are guaranteed to converge to a stationary
point of the inference problem. However, the convergence rate of CCCP and SMM is
unknown for non-convex problems which are inherent in LDA and many other models.
Each iteration of CCCP has to solve a (non-linear) equation system, which is expensive
and non-trivial in many cases. Furthermore, up to now those two methods have not been
investigated rigorously in the topic modeling literature.
It is worth discussing about FW (Than and Ho, 2015), OFW (Hazan and Kale, 2012),
and TLI (Arora et al., 2016), the three methods with theoretical guarantees on quality.
FW is a general method for convex programming (Clarkson, 2010). Than and Ho (2015,
2012) find that it can be effectively used to do inference for topic models. OFW is an
online version of FW for convex problems whose objective functions come partly in an
online fashion. One important property of FW and OFW is that they can converge fast
and return sparse solutions. Nonetheless, FW and OFW only work with convex problems,
and thus require some special settings/modifications for topic models. On the other hand,
TLI has been proposed recently to do exact inference for individual texts. This is the only
inference method which is able to recover solutions exactly under some assumptions. TLI
requires that a document should be very long, and the topic matrix should have a small
condition number. Those conditions might not always be present in practice. Therefore
TLI is quite limited and should be improved further.
Two other algorithms for MAP estimation with provable guarantees are Particle Mirror
Decent (PMD) (Dai et al., 2016) and HAMCMC (Simsekli et al., 2016). Both algorithms
base on sampling to estimate a posterior distribution. Therefore they can be used to do
posterior inference for topic models. PMC is shown to converge at a rate of O(T−1/2),
while HAMCMC converges at a rate of O(T−1/3) as suggested by Teh et al. (2016).2 Those
are significant developments for Bayesian inference. However, their effectiveness in topic
modeling is unclear at the time of writing this article.
In this work, we propose OPE for doing posterior inference. Unlike CCCP and SMM,
OPE is guaranteed to converge very fast to a local maximal/stationary point of the inference
2. In fact Simsekli et al. (2016) provide an explicit bound on the error as O(1/∑Tt=1 t), where t defines
the step-size of their algorithm. This error bound will go to zero as T goes to infinity. However, the
authors did not provided any explicit error bound which directly depends on T .
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problem. The convergence rate of OPE is faster than that of PMD and HAMCMC. Each
iteration of OPE requires modest arithmetic operations and thus OPE is significantly more
efficient than CCCP, SMM, PMD, and HAMCMC. Having an explicit guarantee helps OPE
to overcome many limitations of VB, CVB, CVB0, and CGS. Further, OPE is so general
that it can be easily employed in a wide range of contexts, including MAP estimation and
non-convex optimization. Therefore, OPE overcomes some drawbacks of FW, OFW, and
TLI. Table 1 presents more details to compare OPE and various inference methods.
3. Posterior inference with OPE
LDA (Blei et al., 2003) is a generative model for modeling texts and discrete data. It
assumes that a corpus is composed from K topics β1, ...,βK , each of which is a sample
from a V -dimensional Dirichlet distribution, Dirichlet(η). A document d arises from the
following generative process:
1. Draw θd|α ∼ Dirichlet(α)
2. For the nth word of d:
- draw topic index zdn|θd ∼Multinomial(θd)
- draw word wdn|zdn,β ∼Multinomial(βzdn).
Each topic mixture θd = (θd1, ..., θdK) represents the contributions of topics to document
d, while βkj shows the contribution of term j to topic k. Note that θd ∈ ∆K ,βk ∈ ∆V ,∀k.
Both θd and zd are unobserved variables and are local for each document.
According to Teh et al. (2007), the task of Bayesian inference (learning) given a corpus
C = {d1, ...,dM} is to estimate the posterior distribution p(z, θ, β|C, α, η) over the latent
topic indicies z = {z1, ...,zd}, topic mixtures θ = {θ1, ...,θM}, and topics β = (β1, ...,βK).
The problem of posterior inference for each document d, given a model {β, α}, is to esti-
mate the full joint distribution p(zd,θd,d|β, α). Direct estimation of this distribution is
intractable. Hence existing approaches uses different schemes. VB, CVB, and CVB0 try to
estimate the distribution by maximizing a lower bound of the likelihood p(d|β, α), whereas
CGS (Mimno et al., 2012) tries to estimate p(zd|d,β, α). For a detailed discussion and
comparison of those methods, the reader should refer to Than and Ho (2015).
3.1 MAP inference of topic mixtures
We now consider the MAP estimation of topic mixture for a given document d:
θ∗ = arg max
θ∈∆K
Pr(θ,d|β, α) = arg max
θ∈∆K
Pr(d|θ,β) Pr(θ|α). (1)
Than and Ho (2015) show that this problem is equivalent to the following one:
θ∗ = arg max
θ∈∆K
∑
j
dj log
K∑
k=1
θkβkj + (α− 1)
K∑
k=1
log θk. (2)
Sontag and Roy (2011) showed that this problem is NP-hard in the worst case when
α < 1. In the case of α ≥ 1, one can easily show that the problem (2) is concave, and
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Algorithm 1 OPE: Online maximum a posteriori estimation
Input: document d, and model {β, α}.
Output: θ that maximizes f(θ) =
∑
j dj log
∑K
k=1 θkβkj + (α− 1)
∑K
k=1 log θk.
Initialize θ1 arbitrarily in ∆K = {x ∈ RK :
∑K
k=1 xk = 1,x ≥  > 0}.
for t = 1, ...,∞ do
Pick ft uniformly from {
∑
j dj log
∑K
k=1 θkβkj ; (α− 1)
∑K
k=1 log θk}
Ft :=
2
t
∑t
h=1 fh
et := arg maxx∈∆K 〈F ′t(θt),x〉 (the vertex of ∆K that follows the maximal gradient)
θt+1 := θt + (et − θt)/t
end for
therefore it can be solved in polynomial time. Unfortunately, in practice of LDA, the
parameter α is often small, says α < 1, causing (2) to be nonconcave. That is the reason
for why (2) is intractable in the worst case.
We present a novel algorithm (OPE) for doing inference of topic mixtures for documents.
The idea of OPE is quite simple. It solves problem (2) by iteratively finding a good vertex
of ∆K = {x ∈ RK :
∑K
k=1 xk = 1,x ≥  > 0} to improve its solution. A good vertex at each
iteration is decided by assessing stochastic approximations to the gradient of the objective
function f(θ). When the number of iterations goes to infinity, OPE will approach to a local
maximal/stationary point of problem (2). Details of OPE is presented in Algorithm 1.
3.2 Convergence analysis
In this section, we prove the convergence of OPE which appears in Theorem 2. We need
the following observations.
Lemma 1 Let {X1, X2, ...} be a sequence of uniformly i.i.d. random variables on {−1, 1}.
(Each Xi is also known as a Rademacher random variable.) The followings hold for the
sequence Sn = X1 +X2 + · · ·+Xn:
1. Snn → 0 as n→ +∞.
2. There exist constants v ∈ [0, 1) and N0 > 1 such that ∀n ≥ N0, |Sn| ≤ nv (equivalently,
logn |Sn| ≤ v).
Proof Let an (and bn respectively) be the number of times that 1 (and −1) appears in
the sum X1 + X2 + · · · + Xn. So an + bn = n and Sn = an − bn. If Sn = cn for some c,
then an = (c+ 1)n/2, bn = (1− c)n/2. Since Xi is picked uniformly from {−1, 1} for every
i, both an/n and bn/n go to 0.5 as n → +∞. This suggests that c goes to 0 as n → +∞.
Therefore Snn → 0 as n→ +∞.
We will prove the second result by contrapositive. Assume
∀v ∈ [0, 1),∀N0 > 1, ∃n ≥ N0 such that logn |Sn| > v. (3)
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Take an infinite sequence vt ∈ [0, 1) such that vt → 1 as t → +∞. Then statement (3)
implies that ∀t ≥ 1,∃nt satisfying
logn1(n1 + 1) > logn1 |Sn1 | > v1,
lognt(nt + 1) > lognt |Snt | > vt, (4)
nt > nt−1 for t ≥ 2.
It is easy to see that lognt(nt + 1)→ 1 as t→∞. Therefore lognt |Snt | → 1 as t→∞.
In other words, |Snt | → nt as t → ∞. This is in contrary to the first result. Hence the
second result holds.
Theorem 2 (Convergence) Consider the objective function f(θ) in problem (2), given
fixed d,β, α. For Algorithm 1, the followings hold
1. For any θ ∈ ∆K , Ft (θ) converges to f (θ) as t→ +∞,
2. θt converges to a local maximal/stationary point θ
∗ of f at a rate of O(1/t).
Proof Denote g1 =
∑
j dj log
∑K
k=1 θkβkj and g2 = (α−1)
∑K
k=1 log θk, we have f = g1+g2.
Let at and bt be the number of times that we have already picked g1 and g2 respectively
after t iterations. Note that at + bt = t. Therefore for any θ ∈ ∆K we have
Ft =
2
t
(atg1 + btg2) (5)
Ft − f = at − bt
t
(g1 − g2) = St
t
(g1 − g2) (6)
F ′t − f ′ =
at − bt
t
(g′1 − g′2) =
St
t
(g′1 − g′2), (7)
where we have denoted St = at − bt.
For each iteration t of OPE we have to pick uniformly randomly an ft from {g1, g2}. Now
we make a correspondence between ft and a uniformly random variable Xt on {1,−1}. This
correspondence is a one-to-one mapping. So St can be represented as St = X1 + · · · + Xt.
Lemma 1 shows that St/t → 0 as t → ∞. Combining this with (6) we conclude that
the sequence Ft converges to f . Also due to (7), the sequence F
′
t converges to f
′. The
convergence holds for any θ ∈ ∆K . This proves the first statement of the theorem.
It is easy to see that the sequence {θ1,θ2, ...} converges to a point θ∗ ∈ ∆K at the rate
O(1/t), due to the update of θt+1 := θt + (et − θt)/t. We next show that θ∗ is a local
maximal/stationary point of f .
Consider〈
F ′t(θt),
et − θt
t
〉
=
〈
F ′t(θt)− f ′(θt),
et − θt
t
〉
+
〈
f ′(θt),
et − θt
t
〉
(8)
=
〈
St
t
(g′1(θt)− g′2(θt)),
et − θt
t
〉
+
〈
f ′(θt),
et − θt
t
〉
(9)
=
St
t2
〈
g′1(θt)− g′2(θt), et − θt
〉
+
〈
f ′(θt),
et − θt
t
〉
(10)
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Note that g1, g2 are Lipschitz continuous on ∆K . Hence there exists a constant L such that〈
f ′(z), y − z〉 ≤ f(y)− f(z) + L||y − z||2, ∀z, y ∈ ∆K (11)
Exploiting this to (10) we obtain〈
F ′t(θt),
et − θt
t
〉
≤ St
t2
〈
g′1(θt)− g′2(θt), et − θt
〉
+ f(θt+1)− f(θt) + L
t2
||et − θt||2.
Since et and θt belong to ∆K , the quantity | 〈g′1(θt)− g′2(θt), et − θt〉 | is bounded above
for any t. Therefore, there exists a constant c2 > 0 such that〈
F ′t(θt),
et − θt
t
〉
≤ c2|St|
t2
+ f(θt+1)− f(θt) + c2L
t2
. (12)
Summing both sides of (12) for all t we have
t∑
h=1
1
h
〈
F ′h(θh), eh − θh
〉 ≤ t∑
h=1
c2|Sh|
h2
+ f(θt+1)− f(θ1) +
t∑
h=1
c2L
h2
. (13)
As t→ +∞ we note that f(θt)→ f(θ∗) due to the continuity of f . As a result, inequality
(13) implies
+∞∑
h=1
1
h
〈
F ′h(θh), eh − θh
〉 ≤ +∞∑
h=1
c2|Sh|
h2
+ f(θ∗)− f(θ1) +
+∞∑
h=1
c2L
h2
. (14)
According to Lemma 1, there exist constants v ∈ [0, 1) and T0 > 1 such that ∀t ≥
T0, |St| ≤ tv. Therefore
+∞∑
h=1
1
h
〈
F ′h(θh), eh − θh
〉 ≤ c2 T0∑
h=1
|Sh|
h2
+ c2
+∞∑
h=T0+1
hv
h2
+ f(θ∗)− f(θ1) +
+∞∑
h=1
c2L
h2
.(15)
Note that the series
∑+∞
h=T0+1
hv/h2 converges due to v ∈ [0, 1), and ∑T0h=1 |Sh|/h2 is
bounded. Further,
∑+∞
h=1 L/h
2 < ∞. Hence, the right-hand side of (15) is finite. In addi-
tion, 〈F ′h(θh), eh〉 > 〈F ′h(θh),θh〉 for any h > 0 because of eh = arg maxx∈∆K 〈F ′h(θh),x〉.
Therefore we obtain the following
0 ≤
+∞∑
h=1
1
h
〈
F ′h(θh), eh − θh
〉
< ∞. (16)
In other words, the series
∑+∞
h=1
1
h 〈F ′h(θh), eh − θh〉 converges to a finite constant.
Note that 0 ≤ 〈F ′h(θh), eh − θh〉 for any h. If there exists constant c3 > 0 satisfying
〈F ′h(θh), eh − θh〉 ≥ c3 for an infinite number of h’s, then the series
∑+∞
h=1
1
h 〈F ′h(θh), eh − θh〉
could not converge to a finite constant, which is in contrary to (16). Therefore,〈
F ′h(θh), eh − θh
〉→ 0 as h→ +∞. (17)
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Table 1: Theoretical comparison of 5 inference methods, given a document d and modelM
with K topics. MAP denotes maximum a posterior, ELBO denotes maximizing
an evidence lower bound on the likelihood. T denotes the number of iterations.
nd and `d respectively are the number of different terms and number of tokens in
d. ‘-’ denotes ‘unknown’. Note that nd ≤ `d.
Method OPE VB CVB CVB0 CGS
Posterior probability of interest Pr(θ, d|M) Pr(θ, z, d|M) Pr(z, d|M) Pr(z, d|M) Pr(z, d|M)
Approach MAP ELBO ELBO ELBO Sampling
Quality bound Yes - - - -
Convergence rate O(1/T ) - - - -
Iteration complexity O(K.nd) O(K.nd) O(K.`d) O(K.`d) O(K.`d)
Storage O(K) O(K.nd) O(K.`d) O(K.`d) O(K.`d)
Digamma evaluations 0 O(K.nd) 0 0 O(K.nd)
Exp or Log evaluations O(K.nd) O(K.nd) O(K.`d) 0 O(K.nd)
Modification on global variables No No Yes Yes No
In one case, there exists a large H such that |eh−θh| → 0 for any h ≥ H. This suggests
one of the vertex of ∆K is a local maximal point of f , which proves the theorem. On the
other case, assume that the sequence eh − θh diverges or converges to a nonzero constant
c4. Then (17) holds if and only if F
′
h(θh) goes to 0 as h→ +∞. Since θh → θ∗, we have
lim
h→+∞
||F ′h(θh)|| = lim
h→+∞
||f ′(θh)|| = ||f ′(θ∗)|| = 0. (18)
In other words, θ∗ is a stationary point of f .
3.3 Comparison with existing inference methods
Comparing with other inference approaches (including VB, CVB, CVB0 and CGS), our
algorithm has many preferable properties as summarized in Table 1. 3
- OPE has explicitly theoretical guarantees on quality and fast convergence rate. This
is the most notable property of OPE, for which existing inference methods often do
not have.
- Its rate of convergence surpasses the best rate of existing stochastic algorithms for
non-convex problems (Ghadimi and Lan, 2013; Mairal, 2013). Note that OPE can be
easily modified to solve more general non-convex problems. Therefore, it is applicable
to a wide range of contexts.
- OPE requires a very modest memory of O(K) for storing temporary solutions and
gradients, which is significantly more efficient than VB, CVB, CVB0, and CGS.
3. A detailed analysis of VB, CVB, CVB0 and CGS can be found in (Than and Ho, 2015).
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- Each iteration of OPE requires O(Knd) computations for computing gradients and
updating solutions. This is much more efficient than VB, CVB, CVB0, and CGS in
practice.
- Unlike CVB and CVB0, OPE does not change the global variables when doing infer-
ence for individual documents. Hence OPE embarrasingly enables parallel inference,
and is more beneficial than CVB and CVB0.
3.4 Extension to MAP estimation and non-convex optimization
It is worth realizing that the employment of OPE for other contexts is straightforward. The
main step of using OPE is to formulate the problem of interest to be maximization of a
function of the form f(x) = g1(x) + g2(x). In the followings, we demonstrate this main step
in two problems which appear in a wide range of contexts.
The MAP estimation problem in many probabilistic models is the task of finding an
x∗ = arg max
x
Pr(x|D) = arg max
x
Pr(D|x) Pr(x)/Pr(D),
where Pr(D|x) denotes the likelihood of an observed variable D, Pr(x) denotes the prior of
the hidden variable x, and Pr(D) denotes the marginal probability of D. Note that
x∗ = arg max
x
Pr(D|x) Pr(x) = arg max
x
[log Pr(D|x) + log Pr(x)].
If the densities of the distributions over x and D can be described by some analytic
functions,4 then the MAP estimation problem turns out to be maximization of f(x) =
g1(x) + g2(x), where g1(x) = log Pr(D|x), g2(x) = log Pr(x).
Now consider a general non-convex optimization problem x∗ = arg maxx f(x). Theo-
rem 1 by Yuille and Rangarajan (2003) shows that we can always decompose f(x) into the
sum of a convex function and a concave function, provided that f(x) has bounded Hessian.
This is one way to decompose f into the sum of two functions. We can use many other ways
to make a decomposition of f = g1 + g2 and then employ OPE, because the convergence
proof of OPE does not require g1 and g2 to be concave/convex.
The analysis above demonstrates that OPE can be easily employed in a wide range of
contexts, including posterior estimation and non-convex optimization. One may need to
suitably modify the domain of θ, and hence the step of finding et will be a linear program
which can be solved efficiently. Comparing with non-linear steps in CCCP (Yuille and
Rangarajan, 2003) and SMM (Mairal, 2013), OPE could be much more efficient. In this
paper, we do not try to make a rigorous investigation of OPE in those contexts, and leave
it open for future research.
4. Stochastic algorithms for learning LDA
We have seen many attractive properties of OPE that other methods do not have. We
further show in this section the simplicity of using OPE for designing fast learning algorithms
for topic models. More specifically, we design 3 algorithms: Online-OPE which learns
4. The exponential family of distributions is an example.
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LDA from large corpora in an online fashion, Streaming-OPE which learns LDA from data
streams, and ML-OPE which enables us to learn LDA from either large corpora or data
streams. These algorithms employ OPE to do MAP inference for individual documents,
and the online scheme (Bottou, 1998; Hoffman et al., 2013) or streaming scheme (Broderick
et al., 2013) to infer global variables (topics). Hence, the stochastic nature appears in both
local and global inference phases. Note that the MAP inference of local variables by OPE
has theoretical guarantees on quality and convergence rate. Such a property might help the
new large-scale learning algorithms be more attractive than existing ones, which base on
VB, CVB, CVB0, and CGS.
4.1 Regularized online learning
Given a corpus C (with finite or infinite number of documents) and α > 0, we will estimate
the topics β1, ...,βK that maximize
L(β) =
∑
d∈C
log Pr (θd,d|β, α)
=
∑
d∈C
∑
j
dj log
K∑
k=1
θdkβkj + (α− 1)
K∑
k=1
log θdk
+ constant. (19)
To solve this problem, we use the online learning scheme by Bottou (1998). More
specifically, we repeat the following steps:
- Sample a subset Ct of documents from C. Infer the local variables (θd) for each docu-
ment d ∈ Ct, given the global variable βt−1 in the last step.
- Form an intermediate global variable βˆ
t
for Ct.
- Update the global variable to be a weighted average of βˆ
t
and βt−1.
Details of this learning algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2, where we have used the
same arguments as Than and Ho (2012) to update the intermediate topics βˆ
t
from Ct:
βˆtkj ∝
∑
d∈Ct
djθdk. (20)
Note that in Algorithm 2 the step-size ρt = (t+ τ)
−κ satisfies two conditions:
∑∞
t=1 ρt =
∞ and ∑∞t=1 ρ2t < ∞. These conditions are to assure that the learning algorithm will
converge to a stationary point (Bottou, 1998). κ ∈ (0.5, 1] is the forgeting rate, the higher
the lesser the algorithm weighs the role of new data.
It is worth discussing some fundamental differences between ML-OPE and existing on-
line/streaming methods. First, we need not to know a priori how many documents to be
processed. Hence, ML-OPE can deal well with streaming/online environments in a realisti-
cal way. Second, ML-OPE learns topics (β) directly instead of learning the parameter (λ)
of a variarional distribution over topics as in SVI (Hoffman et al., 2013), in SSU (Broderick
et al., 2013), and in the hybrid method by Mimno et al. (2012). While β are regularized
to be in the unit simplex ∆V , λ can grow arbitrarily. The uncontrolled growth of λ might
potentially cause overfitting as sufficiently many documents are processed. In contrast, the
regularization on β helps ML-OPE to avoid overfitting and generalize better.
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Algorithm 2 ML-OPE for learning LDA from massive/streaming data
Input: data sequence, K,α, τ > 0, κ ∈ (0.5, 1]
Output: β
Initialize β0 randomly in ∆V
for t = 1, ...,∞ do
Pick a set Ct of documents
Do inference by OPE for each d ∈ Ct to get θd, given βt−1
Compute intermediate topics βˆ
t
as:
βˆtkj ∝
∑
d∈Ct
djθdk (21)
Set step-size: ρt = (t+ τ)
−κ
Update topics: βt := (1− ρt)βt−1 + ρtβˆt
end for
4.2 Online and streaming learning
In the existing literature of topic modeling, most methods for posterior inference try to
estimate Pr(θ, z, d|M) or Pr(z, d|M) given a modelM and document d. Therefore, exist-
ing large-scale learning algorithms for topic models often base on those probabilities. Some
examples include SVI (Hoffman et al., 2013), SSU (Broderick et al., 2013), SCVB0 (Foulds
et al., 2013; Sato and Nakagawa, 2015), Hybrid sampling and SVI (Mimno et al., 2012),
Population-VB (McInerney et al., 2015).
Different with other approaches, OPE directly infers θ by maximizing the joint proba-
bility Pr(θ, d|M). Following the same arguments with Than and Ho (2015), one can easily
exploit OPE to design new online and streaming algorithms for learning LDA. Online-OPE
in Algorithm 3 and Streaming-OPE in Algorithm 4 are two exploitations of OPE. It is worth
noting that Online-OPE and Streaming-OPE are hybrid combinations of OPE with SVI,
which are similar in manner to the algorithm by Mimno et al. (2012). Further, Streaming-
OPE and ML-OPE do not need to know a priori the number of documents to be processed
in the future, and hence are suitable to work in a real streaming environment.
5. Empirical evaluation
This section is devoted to investigating practical behaviors of OPE, and how useful it is when
OPE is employed to design new algorithms for learning topic models at large scales. To this
end, we take the following methods, datasets, and performance measures into investigation.
Inference methods:
- Online MAP estimation (OPE).
- Variational Bayes (VB) (Blei et al., 2003).
- Collapsed variational Bayes (CVB0) (Asuncion et al., 2009).
- Collapsed Gibbs sampling (CGS) (Mimno et al., 2012).
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Algorithm 3 Online-OPE for learning LDA from massive data
Input: training data C with D documents, K,α, η, τ > 0, κ ∈ (0.5, 1]
Output: λ
Initialize λ0 randomly
for t = 1, ...,∞ do
Sample a set Ct consisting of S documents.
Use Algorithm 1 to do posterior inference for each document d ∈ Ct, given the global
variable βt−1 ∝ λt−1 in the last step, to get topic mixture θd. Then compute φd as
φdjk ∝ θdkβkj . (22)
For each k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}, form an intermediate global variable λˆk for Ct by
λˆkj = η +
D
S
∑
d∈Ct
djφdjk. (23)
Update the global variable by, where ρt = (t+ τ)
−κ,
λt := (1− ρt)λt−1 + ρtλˆ. (24)
end for
Algorithm 4 Streaming-OPE for learning LDA from massive/streaming data
Input: data sequence, K,α
Output: λ
Initialize λ0 randomly
for t = 1, ...,∞ do
Sample a set Ct of documents.
Use Algorithm 1 to do posterior inference for each document d ∈ Ct, given the global
variable βt−1 ∝ λt−1 in the last step, to get topic mixture θd. Then compute φd as
φdjk ∝ θdkβkj . (25)
For each k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}, compute sufficient statistics λˆk for Ct by
λˆkj =
∑
d∈Ct
djφdjk. (26)
Update the global variable by
λt := λt−1 + λˆ. (27)
end for
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CVB0 and CGS have been observing to work best by several previous studies (Asuncion
et al., 2009; Mimno et al., 2012; Foulds et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2015; Sato and Nakagawa,
2015). Therefore they can be considered as the state-of-the-art inference methods.
Large-scale learning methods:
- Our new algorithms: ML-OPE, Online-OPE, Streaming-OPE
- Online-CGS by Mimno et al. (2012)
- Online-CVB0 by Foulds et al. (2013)
- Online-VB by Hoffman et al. (2013), which is often known as SVI
- Streaming-VB by Broderick et al. (2013) with original name to be SSU
Online-CGS (Mimno et al., 2012) is a hybrid algorithm, for which CGS is used to
estimate the distribution of local variables (z) in a document, and VB is used to estimate the
distribution of global variables (λ). Online-CVB0 (Foulds et al., 2013) is an online version of
the batch algorithm by Asuncion et al. (2009), where local inference for a document is done
by CVB0. Online-VB (Hoffman et al., 2013) and Streaming-VB (Broderick et al., 2013) are
two stochastic algorithms for which local inference for a document is done by VB. To avoid
possible bias in our investigation, we wrote 6 methods by Python in a unified framework
with our best efforts, and Online-VB was taken from http://www.cs.princeton.edu/
~blei/downloads/onlineldavb.tar.
Data for experiments: The following three large corpora were used in our experi-
ments. Pubmed consists of 8.2 millions of medical articles from the pubmed central; New
York Times consists of 300,000 news;5 and Tweet consists of nearly 1.5 millions tweets.6
The vocabulary size (V ) of New York Times and Pubmed is more than 110,000, while that
of Tweet is more than 89,000. It is worth noting that the first two datasets contain long
documents, while Tweet contains very short tweets. The shortness of texts poses various
difficulties (Tang et al., 2014; Arora et al., 2016; Mai et al., 2016). Therefore the usage of
both long and short texts in our investigation would show more insights into performance
of different methods. For each corpus we set aside randomly 1000 documents for testing,
and used the remaining for learning.
Parameter settings:
- Model parameters: K = 100, α = 1/K, η = 1/K. Such a choice of (α, η) has been
observed to work well in many previous studies (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004; Hoffman
et al., 2013; Broderick et al., 2013; Foulds et al., 2013).
- Inference parameters: at most 50 iterations were allowed for OPE and VB to do
inference. We terminated VB if the relative improvement of the lower bound on
5. The data were retrieved from http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/
6. We crawled tweets from Twitter (http://twitter.com/) with 69 hashtags containing various kinds of
topics. Each document is the text content of a tweet. Then all tweets went through a preprocessing
procedure including tokenizing, stemming, removing stopwords, removing low-frequency words (appear
in less than 3 documents), and removing extremely short tweets (less than 3 words). Details of this
dataset can be found at Mai et al. (2016).
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likelihood is not better than 10−4. 50 samples were used in CGS for which the first 25
were discarded and the remaining were used to approximate the posterior distribution.
50 iterations were used to do inference in CVB0, in which the first 25 iterations
were burned in. Those number of samples/iterations are often enough to get a good
inference solution, according to Mimno et al. (2012); Foulds et al. (2013).
- Learning parameters: minibatch size S = |Ct| = 5000, κ = 0.9, τ = 1. This choice of
learning parameters has been found to result in competitive performance of Online-
VB (Hoffman et al., 2013) and Online-CVB0 (Foulds et al., 2013). Therefore it was
used in our investigation to avoid possible bias. We used default values for some other
parameters in Online-CVB0.
Performance measures: We used NPMI and Predictive Probability to evaluate the
learning methods. NPMI (Lau et al., 2014) measures the semantic quality of individual
topics. From extensive experiments, Lau et al. (2014) found that NPMI agrees well with
human evaluation on the interpretability of topic models. Predictive probability (Hoffman
et al., 2013) measures the predictiveness and generalization of a model to new data. Detailed
descriptions of these measures are presented in Appendix A.
5.1 Performance of learning methods
We first investigate the performance of the learning methods when spending more time
on learning from data. Figure 1 shows how good they are. We observe that OPE-based
methods and Online-CGS are among the fastest methods, while Online-CVB0, Online-VB
and Streaming-VB performed very slowly. Remember from Table 1 that VB requires various
evaluations of expensive functions (e.g., digamma, exp, log), while CVB0 needs to update
a large number of statistics which associate with each token in a document. That is the
reason for the slow performance of Online-CVB0 and VB-based methods. In contrast, each
iteration of OPE and CGS is very efficient. Further, OPE can converge very fast to a good
approximate solution of the inference problem. Those reasons explain why OPE-based
methods and Online-CGS learned significantly more efficiently than the others.
In terms of predictiveness, Streaming-OPE seems to perform worst, while 6 other meth-
ods often perform well. It is worth observing that while ML-OPE consistently reached
state-of-the-art performance, Online-OPE surpassed all other methods for three datasets.
Online-OPE even outperformed the others with a significant margin in Tweet, despite that
such a dataset contains very short documents. ML-OPE and Online-OPE can quickly reach
to a high predictiveness level, while Online-VB, Online-CGS, Online-CVB0, and Streaming-
VB need substantially more time. Online-VB, Online-CGS, Online-CVB0, and Streaming-
VB can perform considerably well as provided long time for leanring. Note that those four
methods did not consistently perform well. For example, Online-VB worked on Pubmed
worse than other methods, Online-CVB0 performed on Tweet worse than the others. The
consistent superior performance of Online-OPE and ML-OPE might be due to the fact that
the inferred solutions by OPE are provably good as guaranteed in Theorem 2. However,
the goodness of OPE seems not to be inherited well in Streaming-OPE.
In terms of semantic quality measured by NPMI, Figure 1 shows the results from our
experiments. It is easy to observe that Online-OPE often learns models with a good semantic
14
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Figure 1: Predictiveness (log predictive probability) and semantic quality (NPMI) of the
models learned by different methods as spending more time on learning. Higher is
better. Note that ML-OPE and Online-OPE often reach state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. To reach the same predictiveness level, ML-OPE and Online-OPE work
many times faster than Online-CGS, hundred times faster than Online-CVB0,
and thousand times faster than both Online-VB and Streaming-VB.
quality, and is often among the top performers. Online-OPE and Online-CGS can return
models with a very high quality after a short learning time. In contrast, Streaming-OPE
and Online-CVB0 were among the worst methods. Interestingly, Streaming-VB often reach
state-of-the-art performance when provided long time for learning, although many of its
initial steps are quite bad. Comparing with predictiveness, NMPI did not consistently
increase as the learning methods were allowed more time to learn. NPMI from long texts
seems to be more stable than that for short texts, suggeting that learning from long texts
often gets more coherent models than learning from short texts. In our experience with
short texts, most methods often return models with many incoherent and noisy topics for
some initial steps.
Figure 2 shows another perspective of performance, where 7 learning methods were fed
more documents for learning and were allowed to pass a dataset many times. We oberve
that most methods can reach to a high predictiveness and semantic quality after reading
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Figure 2: Performance of different learning methods as seeing more documents. Higher is
better. Online-OPE often surpasses all other methods, while ML-OPE performes
comparably with existing methods in terms of predictiveness.
some tens of thousand documents. All methods improve their predictiveness as learning
from more documents. The first pass over a dataset often helps the learning methods to
increase predictiveness drastically. However, more passes over a dataset are able to help
improve predictiveness slightly. We find that Streaming-VB often needs many passes over
a dataset in order to reach comparable predictiveness. It is easy to see that Online-OPE
surpassed all other methods as learning from more documents, while ML-OPE performed
comparably. Though being fed more documents in Tweet, existing methods were very hard
to reach the same performance of Online-OPE in terms of predictiveness.
Those investigations suggest that ML-OPE and Online-OPE can perform comparably
or even significantly better than existing state-of-the-art methods for learning LDA at large
scales. This further demonstrates another benefit of OPE for topic modeling.
A sensitivity analysis: We have seen an impressive performance of some OPE-based
methods. We find that ML-OPE and Online-OPE can be potentially useful in practice of
large-scale modeling. We next help them more usable by analyizing sensitivity with their
parameters as below.
We now consider the effects of the parameters on the performance of our new learning
methods. The parameters include: the forgetting rate κ, τ , the number T of iterations
for OPE, and the minibatch size. Inappropriate choices of those parameters might affect
significantly the performance. To see the effect of a parameter, we changed its values in a
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of ML-OPE when changing its parameters. (a) Change the minibatch
size when fixed {κ = 0.9, τ = 1, T = 50}. (b) Change the number T of iterations
for OPE when fixed {κ = 0.9, τ = 1}. (c) Change the forgetting rate κ when fixed
{τ = 1, T = 50}. (d) Change τ when fixed {κ = 0.9, T = 50}. The minibatch
size in the cases of (b), (c), (d) is 5000. All of these experiments were done on
New York Times, with K = 100 topics.
finite set, but fixed the other parameters. We took ML-OPE into consideration, and results
of our experiments are depicted in Figure 3.
We observe that κ and T did not significantly affect the performance of ML-OPE. These
behaviors of ML-OPE are interesting and beneficial in practice. Indeed, we do not have
to consider much about the effect of the forgetting rate κ and thus no expensive model
selection is necessary. Figure 3(b) reveals a much more interesting behavior of OPE. One
easily observes that more iterations in OPE did not necessarily help the performance of
ML-OPE. Just T = 20 iterations for OPE resulted in a comparable predictiveness level as
T = 100. It suggests that OPE converges very fast in practice, and that T = 20 might
be enough for practical employments of OPE. This behavior is really beneficial in practice,
especially for massive data or streaming data.
τ and minibatch size did affect ML-OPE significantly. Similar with the observation
by Hoffman et al. (2013) for SVI, we find that ML-OPE performed consistently better as
the minibatch size increased. It can reach to a very high predictiveness level with a fast
rate. In contrast, ML-OPE performed worse as τ increased. The method performed best
at τ = 1. It is worth noting that the dependence between the performance of ML-OPE
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Figure 4: Average time to do inference for a doccument as the number of minibatches
increases. Lower is faster. Note that OPE often performs many times faster than
CGS, and hundreds times faster than VB.
and {τ , minibatch size} is monotonic. Such a behavior enables us to easily choose a good
setting for the parameters of ML-OPE in practice.
5.2 Speed of inference methods
Next we investigate the speed of inference. We took VB, CVB0, CGS, and OPE into
consideration. For all of these methods, we compute the average time to do inference for a
document at every minibatch when learning LDA. Figure 4 depicts the results. We find that
among 4 inference methods, OPE consumed a modest amount of time, while CGS needed
slightly more time. VB needed intensive time to do inference. The main reasons are that
it requires various evaluations of expensive functions (e.g., log, exp, digamma), and that
it needs to check convergence, which in our observation was often very expensive. Due to
maintainance/update of many statistics which associate with each token in a document (see
Table 1), CVB0 also consumed significant time. Note further that VB and CVB0 do not
have any guarantee of convergence rate. Hence in practice VB and CVB0 might converge
slowly.
Figure 4 suggests that OPE can perform fastest, compared with existing inference meth-
ods. Our investigation in the previous subsection demonstrates that OPE can find very good
solutions for the posterior estimation problem. Those observations suggests that OPE is a
good candidate for posterior inference in various situations.
5.3 Convergence and stability of OPE in practice
Our last investigation is about whether or not OPE performs stably in practice. We have
to consider this behavior as there are two probabilistic steps in OPE: initialization of θ1
and pick of ft. To see stability, we took 100 testing documents from New York Times
to do inference given the 100-topic LDA model previously learned by ML-OPE. For each
document, we did 10 random runs for OPE, saved the objective values of the last iterates,
and then computed the standard deviation of the objective values.
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Figure 5: Convergence and stability of OPE in practice. The top-right corner shows con-
vergence of OPE as allowing more iterations. The stability of OPE is measured
by the standard deviation of the objective values (f(θ)) from 10 random runs.
The histogram (bar) for each setting of the number T of iterations is computed
from 100 different functions. This experiment was done on 100 documents of New
York Times.
Stability of OPE is assessed via the standard deviation of the objective values. The
smaller, the more stable. Figure 5 shows the histogram of the standard deviations computed
from 100 functions. Each T corresponds to a choice of the number of iterations for OPE.
Observing Figure 5, we find that the standard deviation is small (≤ 20) for a large
amount of functions. Comparing with the mean value of f(θ) which often belonged to
[−2300,−2000], the deviation is very small in magnitude. This suggests that for each
function, the objective values returned by OPE from 10 runs seem not to significantly differ
from each other. In other words, OPE behaved very stable in our observation.
Figure 5 also suggests that OPE converges very fast. The growth of f(θ) seems to be
close to a linear function. This agrees well with Theorem 2 on convergence rate of OPE.
6. Conclusion
We have discussed how posterior inference for individual texts in topic models can be done
efficiently. Our novel algorithm (OPE) is the first one which has a theorerical guarantee
on quality and fast convergence rate. In practice, OPE can do inference very fast, and can
be easily extended to a wide range of contexts including MAP estimation and non-convex
optimization. By exploiting OPE carefully, we have arrived at new efficient methods for
learning LDA from data streams or large corpora: ML-OPE, Online-OPE, and Streaming-
OPE. Among those, ML-OPE and Online-OPE can reach state-of-the-art performance at
a high speed. Furthermore, Online-OPE surpasses all existing methods in terms of pre-
dictiveness, and works well with short text. As a result, they are good candidates to
help us deal with text streams and big data. The code of those methods are available at
http://github.com/Khoat/OPE/.
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Appendix A. Predictive Probability
Predictive Probability shows the predictiveness and generalization of a model M on new
data. We followed the procedure in (Hoffman et al., 2013) to compute this quantity. For
each document in a testing dataset, we divided randomly into two disjoint parts wobs and
who with a ratio of 70:30. We next did inference for wobs to get an estimate of E(θobs).
Then we approximated the predictive probability as
Pr(who|wobs,M) ≈
∏
w∈who
K∑
k=1
E(θobsk )E(βkw),
Log Predictive Probability =
log Pr(who|wobs,M)
|who| ,
whereM is the model to be measured. We estimated E(βk) ∝ λk for the learning methods
which maintain a variational distribution (λ) over topics. Log Predictive Probability was
averaged from 5 random splits, each was on 1000 documents.
Appendix B. NPMI
NPMI (Aletras and Stevenson, 2013; Bouma, 2009) is the measure to help us see the
coherence or semantic quality of individual topics. According to Lau et al. (2014), NPMI
agrees well with human evaluation on interpretability of topic models. For each topic t, we
take the set {w1, w2, ..., wn} of top n terms with highest probabilities. We then computed
NPMI(t) =
2
n(n− 1)
n∑
j=2
j−1∑
i=1
log
P (wj ,wi)
P (wj)P (wi)
− logP (wj , wi) ,
where P (wi, wj) is the probability that terms wi and wj appear together in a document.
We estimated those probabilities from the training data. In our experiments, we chose top
n = 10 terms for each topic.
Overall, NPMI of a model with K topics is averaged as:
NPMI =
1
K
K∑
t=1
NPMI(t).
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